
Managed IT Services

Back up and Disaster Recovery

Ensure the protection of your critical 
data with a backup solution from 
Syscom

Protect your business data using our backup and 
disaster recovery services.

Regardless of the industry you’re in, you no doubt 
have valuable information that you cannot afford to 
lose. It’s important that you opt for a safe backup for 
your important files. Prevent the loss of your vital data, 
safeguard your records, comply with GDPR guidelines 
and retrieve lost files should the worst happen.

Many businesses overlook backup and disaster 
recovery, however, if the worst should happen, you 
need to ensure that your business data is safe and 
can be recovered quickly to continue normal business 
operations.

Syscom offers assistance in the backup and recovery 
of your systems should they become unavailable, fully 
managed and supported by our team of experts.

Cloud Backup Solutions

 ◇ Data secure from fire, flood or natural disasters

 ◇ Fully managed options available

 ◇ Real-time store and access

Keep your data secure in the cloud, giving you further 
piece of mind that your data is totally safe and secure 
from the risk of fire, flooding or natural disasters which 
may affect the security of on premise backups. Cloud 
based back up means your business data is always 
accessible to ensure the speedy recovery and to 
reduce overall downtime should a disaster happen.

At Syscom, we provide Cloud backup solutions that 
are highly scalable meaning that all sized businesses 
can be catered for. Backups are taken in real-time 
meaning you have peace of mind that if the worst were 
to happen, your data is still secured right up until the 
last minute.

Onsite Backup Solutions

 ◇ Multiple onsite backup/recovery options

 ◇ Regular backups

 ◇ Data secured on premises

We provide onsite backup solutions which provide 
secure cover and control to businesses through 
keeping your data on site at all times. We ensure that 
regular backups of your company data are taken 
and stored in a secure location within your business 
premises which not only provides piece of mind but 
also ensures you always have physical access.

Syscom provide scalable backup solutions for all sized 
businesses, meaning that your solution can grow with 
your business.

Disaster Recovery

 ◇ Complete end-to-end disaster recovery plan

 ◇ Planning & testing

 ◇ Recover your data with ease

Disaster recovery takes backup to the next level, 
giving you a method by which you can restore an 
entire server either on-premise or in a cloud-based 
environment in complete outages. Make sure that 
should the worst happen, you do not lose access to 
your resources and can quickly and easily pick up 
business where you left off. We can take complete 
ownership of your disaster recovery from plan to 
implementation and testing, for total peace of mind. 
Safeguard your business from disaster by putting the 
right planning in place for such instances.
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